Douglas Scientific Welcomes Lebens as New Vice President of Sales
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ALEXANDRIA, Minn., May 15, 2014—Douglas Scientific, a provider of Array Tape™ for high-throughput
applications in bioscience laboratories, announced Tim Lebens was recently hired to serve as Vice
President of Sales. Bringing more than 25 years of experience to this role, Lebens will hold executive
responsibility for all sales activities, including the Company’s instrument, consumable, service, and
software.
“Tim will provide Douglas Scientific with strong direction and a forward-thinking approach to its sales
initiatives,” says Dan Malmstrom, president and COO. “His proven track record, insight and experience
in the industry will help us advance our strategic direction and support the company’s position in the
biosciences industry.”
Before joining Douglas Scientific’s corporate team, Lebens served as VP of Sales & Marketing at QRS
Diagnostics in Maple Grove, MN. Lebens led and managed sales and marketing initiatives for companies
he previously represented, including Openwater Inc / Graymark Healthcare and Starkey Laboratories,
both in MN. Lebens received his BS degree from St. John’s University and his MBA from Illinois
Benedictine College.
About Douglas Scientific

Douglas Scientific is dedicated to making our world a better place by delivering innovative laboratory
automation for companies, universities and other organizations that specialize in leading-edge genetic
research. By creating an entirely automated system, Douglas Scientific provides researchers with results
quickly and, because the system is miniaturized, at a fraction of the cost of other methods.
The heart of the system is Douglas Scientific’s revolutionary Array Tape, which replaces costly microtiter
plate preparations with a polymer strip containing miniature reaction wells. The other components of
the system are the Nexar® (an automated liquid-handling system), the Soellex® (a thermal cycler), and
the Araya® (the detector) that process the Array Tape and manage the entire analytical process.
In summary, Douglas Scientific partners with the most creative and dedicated scientists around the
world to create faster, cheaper, and better tests in fields such as plant genomics, animal health, human
diagnostics, and other pharmaceutical/research areas. Douglas Scientific is a wholly owned subsidiary of
Douglas Machine Incorporated, with headquarters located at 3600 Minnesota Street, Alexandria, MN
56308. Visit our website at www.DouglasScientific.com.
______________________________
For more information, please contact: Kaylene Bromenshenkel, Director of Global Marketing, at
(320) 762-9364 or kaylene.bromenshenkel@douglasscientific.com
Douglas Scientific (320) 762-6888
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